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ABSTRACT

SPAN Of CONTROL AND THE OPERATIONAL COMMANDER: IS IT MORE THAN JUST A
NUMBER? by Major William 0. Pierce, USA, 52 pages.

This study examines the issue of span of control for an
operational commander. The operational commander Is required by Joint
and Army doctrine to organize his forces. In order to do so, he must
understand the limits of his span of control when making
organizational decisions.

Span of control Is not defined In either Army or Joint
publications, but the term Is used In doctrinal manuals. At the
tactical level, a span of control between two and five units Is
believed to be appropriate. However, the commander's span of control
at tactical levels Is much larger when CS, CSS and staff are
considered. At the operational level, understanding what affects span
of-control Is essential. For subunifled commands, Joint task force
organizations, field armies or army groups, the operational commander
must establish his own organization, Nowhere In doctrine Is a
methodology for doing this described.

Although the military does not define span of control, there Is a
wealth of Information on It In management books. This treatment was
examined In a military context. The factors that have the most
Influence on the coumander's span of control are the similarity of
function of the subordinates, the style of control of the commander,
the type of coordination between the commander and his subordinates,
and the number of personal contacts that the commander uses In his
command style. Changes In the structure, tasks, and personnel will
also affect the limits of span of control over time. Unfortunately,
understanding the factors that Influence span of control will not help
a commander establish his Inltial span of control. They will only
help him adJust his span of control given a number of subordinates and
a situation. Thus, two to five subordinates appear to be a good
starting place when the commander organizes his forces. Then, the
commander must adjust his span of control based on the factors
presented.

There are three major doctrinal implications in this study. The
Army and Joint doctrine provides no Information on how to organize
forces - only that It must be done. This doctrinal void must be
filled In future publications. The second Is the criticality of
reducing the amount of Information the commander Is presented during
battle. The commander must establish a Commander's Critical
Information Requirements (CCIR) and this list should be added to all
campaign plans. This will ensure that all subordinate elements focus
on what the commander needs to make his decisions. This will help the
comnander expand his rpan of control. Finally, the military educatlun
system must Inculcate In all officers the philosophy and traits that
foster decentralized control. This Is the primary factor that will
enable a commander to expand his span of control.
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INTRODUCTION

Command and control (C2) has been subjected to a considerable

amount of scrutiny in the recent past. Lieutenant General Leonard P.

WIshart, Combined Arms Center Commanding General, addressed C2 In an

article In Military Review where he referred to Operation Just Cause.

A synchronized combat assault simultaneously placed Joint
forces at dozens of different locations, totally fixed the
enemy and kept casualties and collateral damage to a minimum.
Realistic training prepared the units Involved, while superb
leadership at all echelons, decentralized command and control
and superior C2 systems allowed the swift and decis ve
execution of this highly successful contingency operation.1

Operation Just Cause was a success, partly becaive of excellent

C2. What exactly is command and control? Joint Publication 1-02

defines command and control as follows:

The exercise of authority and direction by a properly
designated commander over assigned forces In the
accomplishment of the mission. Command and control functions
are perfurmed through an arrangement of personnel, equipment,
communications, facilities, and procedures which are employed
by a commander In planning, directing, coordinating, and
controlling forces and operations in the accomplishment of
the mission.2

Field Manual 100-5, Operations, does not give a definition of

command and control, but Indicates Its importance. The key to the

section on C2 Is, "Common to all operations -- close, deep and rear

-- Is the necessity for superior command and control.' 8  This

quotation Implies that effective C2 Is crucial to winning on the

AlrLand battlefield. In establishing an effective C2 structure, the

operational commander Is faced with a problem. As the size of the

unit Increases, the structure of that unit becomes less defined. At

the squad level, there Is a well defined structure as outlined in the

applicable Table of Organization and Equipment (TO&W). This holds
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true up through the division level. However, at corps and higher

(operational) level units, there is no set structure, and these units

are constructed and organized with specific forces to accomplish their

mission. It will be shown that it Is the operational level

commander's responsibility to build and organize his forces. In

establishing these organizations, one of the factors tnat the

operational commander must consider Is the concept of span of control.

It does no good to organize a force if there are too many subordinate

Sheadquarters to control effectively. At the same time, it Is wasteful

if the commander Is idle or over-supervises his forces because he has

too few forces to control. Unfortunately, doctrine does not provide

the commander with any guidance on how to organize his forces.

To help the operational commander build his force, this monograph

will answer the following question: What are the parameters that

determine how many subordinates an operational commander can

effectively control? The question cannot be answered unless there Is

a criteria to measure the evidence by. Since the concept of span of

control Is directly related to command and control, then the limits

of span of control will be reached when the operational commander can

no longer command his forces efficiently and continuously.

There Is one limitation to this study, This morograph assumes a

mid- to high Intensity wartime environment. This does not appear to

be unreasonable because In mid to high Intensity combat, there Is a

potential for frequent changes In commanders and staffs due to

casualties, and rotations.

There are two primary reasons why understanding the parameters

surrounding span of control are critical to the success of the
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operational commander. The first reason relates to the recent

political decisions to reduce the size of the Army. As the Army gets

smaller, In order to maintain the same fighting capability the size of

the headquarters elements must also decline. It does no good to have

an Army that has a disproportionate number of headquarters elements.

Every soldier assigned to a headquarters takes the place of a

potential fighter. While headquarters are essential In generating and

directing combat power, and synchronizing efforts of the fighters, the

fewer the headquarters the greater the number of actual fighters.

Thus, commanders must understand the limits of span of control so they

can reduce to the minimum possible the number of headquarters

positions while providing continuous C2.

The second reason for understandi'hg the limits of span of control

was alluded to In the above paragraphs. At the tactical level there

are well defined structures and the span of control of tactical

leaders Is fixed by the TME. At the operational level, there are no

fixed organizations and the operational commander must organize his

forces. In the process of doing this, the commander needs to

understand what parameters affect his span of control.

This monograph is organized into five sections. After the

Introduction, Section II will examine the military theory and doctrine

on span of control. It will address both tactical and operational

doctrine and describe the differences between span of control at

different levels. Section III will describe the theory of span of

control from the civilian perspective. This section will outline the

factors that influence the limits of span of control in'the civilian

sector. Section IV will examine the factors that influence civilian
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span of control in a military context and determine if these factcrs

have any applicability in operational level organizations. Section V

will conclude the study with a summary of the answer to the original

research question and address the doctrinal implications of that

answer.

SPAN OF CONTROL DOCTRINE

This section will provide the theoretical basis for understanding

span of control. It will also look at the current tactical and

operational doctrine on span of control.

While the expression "span of control" is used in military

publications, It is neither defined nor explained. The two Army

publications that provide definitions are Army Regulation 310-25,

Dictionary of M1litary Terms, and FM 101-5-1, Ooeratlonal Terms and

Sbolm.I Neither of these publications contain any reference to span

of control. 4  The same problem exists in the Joint arena. JCS

Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and

Assoclated Terms, neither defines nor mentions span of control. 5

While It is inconvenlent to work with an expression that Is not

defined, span of control Ig used in the doctrinal literature and Is

generally understood to mean the number of subordinates reporting to

one commander. Before proceeding to its contemporary use, It is

useful to look at a theoretical basis for understanding span of

control.

Theory

Carl von Clausewitz, the premier military theorist of the 19th

century, did not mention span of control In his work On War. He did,

however, discuss the concept and its importance. He said,
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Order of battle meais the distribution and composition of
arms as Individual parts of the whole .... There have even
been times when the order of battle was considered the most

V,' Important part of the action. 6

In describing how the parts fit Into the whole, Clausewltz

specified the optimum number of parts or units In an army. His

conclusion was that the optimum number Is eight, These parts are a

vanguard, three parts for the main body, two for reserve, and a left

and right flank guard. 7

Clausewitz also realized that the 'total number of parts must not

become so large that confusion will result." He went on to state that

it would be difficult for one headquarters to manage eight

subdivisions and that the limit was probably ten. 8  With theue

statements, Clausewitz acknowledged that there Is an upper limit to

the span of control of an army commander.

Clausewltz also delineated the disadvantages of a small span of

control. While he conceded that command of an army Is easier If

orders only need to be given to three or four other men, there are two

maJor disadvantages with this type of organization. Orders lose

"speed, vigor and precision" If they have to travel through many

layers of command, and "a general's personal power and effectiveness

diminishes In proportion to the Increase In the sphere of action of

his closest subordinates." 9  He continues with this line of thought by

describing how each link In the chain of command reduces the effect of

an order. The two ways are simply by the process of being transferred

(implying distortion of the message through several layers of command)

and by the additional time needed to pass the order. 10  Martin Van
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Creveld also confirms the notion that large spans of control result In

speed of execution. 11

Clausewitz believed that the limits of span of control were

dependent on the level of command. At the army level, eight was the

optimum number. At the division level, because there are far fewer

means for transmitting orders In action, then *five subunits must be

considered the appropriate figure." 12 Even though the means for rapid

dissemination of orders did not exist at the division level,

Clausevitz made no allowance for the shorter distances between the

units at the division level.

Clausewltz specified numbers for what he believed was the optimum

span of control at army and division level, but did acknowledge that

span of control Is dependent upon the situation. One example of how

the span of control Is affected by the situation Is when the parts of

an army are separated by a major terrain feature such as a river. 13

The above section provides a background to the concept of span of

control. Clausewltz recognized Its Importance tried to establish an

optimum span of control for his army. The next section will address

the current tactical and leadership doctrine concerning span of

control.

Tactical Doctrine

Since span of control Is connected with leadership, It might be

Instructive to look at the Army's leadership manuals for guidance on

this subJect. FM 22-100, Military LeadershID, Is the Army's basic

leadership manual. Nowhere In this manual Is the concept of span of

control mentioned or Implied. This Is not totally surprising because

the span of control for tactical leaders Is specified In the TO&E.
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There are, however, situations where the tactical coimnander can make

decisions that affect the span of control of his subordinates. A task

force commander can change the task organization of his unit by

16 rearranging the number of platoons under the control of each company

coumander. It Is not Inconceivable that a mechanized Infantry company

commander could control three mechanized platoons, a tank platoon, a

scout platoon, an anti-tank platoon and a mortar platoon in a

counterreconnaissance mission. However, the battalion commander

receives no guidance from the leadership manual on the effect of span

of control when task organizing.

Span of control Is alluded to In the brigade, division and corps

manuals, Field Manual 71-3, Armored and Meohaniged Infantrv Irloade,

states, 'As a rule, each brigade can control two to five battalions

and supporting CS and CS$ elements.' It continues with a qualifier,

".. . as the battle Increases In Intensity, the brigade comuander's

span of control must be limited to a controllable number of

battalions, generally not more than four." 1 4  While these statements

seem to place a limit on the brigade commander's span of control, the

manual provides no information on what that 'controllable number' Is

or how it Is ascertained.

Field Manual 71-100, Division Operations, specifies the mission

of the division headquaLters. 'The division headquarters provides

command, control, and supervision of the tactical operations of the

division and its organic, attached or supporting units." It continues

with the span of '.ontrol. "Normally, the division will command and

control two to five ground maneuver brigades."115  While this limit

appears to be five units, the actual span of control of a division
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commander Is much• higher. In addition to the three ground maneuver

brigades, there Is an aviation brigade, a division artillery, a

support command, & cavalry squadron, and a staff. This totals eight

subordinates who answer to the division commander and does not include

any of the four separate battalions In the division (ADA, engineer,

MI, and signal) or any corps assets such as an attack helicopter

regiment that may be OPCON to the division. While the commander has

two assistant division commanders, the manual does not describe how

they reduce the commander's span of control.

The Corps Operations manual is a little more enlightening on the

problem of span of control. The manual states that 'one of the

missions of the corps commander Is to task organize the corps for

combat." Tho problem of span of control Is at least recognized In the

statement, "the deputy corps commander extends the corps commander's

span of control In areas and functions designated by the commander and

required by METT-T." 16  The "normal' span of control of the corps Is

also provided. "The corps normally has two to five divisions of any

type and combination." 17

While this sounds reasonable, In practice a situation similar to

that of the division exists to a much greater extent. Corps are

tailored for the theater and mission for which they are deployed. For

this reason, there is no standard organization for the corps.

However, the manual does provide a diagram of what a 'typical corps'

looks like. This typical corps has three divisions, two separate

brigades, an armored cavalry regiment, an dviation brigade, a corps

artillery, a staff, and eleven separate CS and COLS brigades and

battalions that answer directly to corps headquarters. 1 8  It Is not

8



stated In the manual how one commander (or the commander and his

deputy comnander) can control anywhere from nine to twenty

subordinates.

The Army's position on the optimum tactical span of control

appears to be between two and five subordinate units. This Is

confirmed by Major Andy Sandoy In a monograph that investigated

tactical span of control and Initiative. He concluded that most

tactical units In the U. S. Army have three subordinate units. He

believed that this Is an Ideal mix for leader Initiative in mobile

war. It provides leaders the flexibility and control to exploit

Initiative. 19  While three appears to be the magic number, in

actuality, these are only ground maneuver units with the Implication

that control of aviation, and all other types of units Is not a

consideration in determining the limits on the commander's span of

control.

Although there are doctrinal voids In analyzing the span of

control at the tactical level, TO&Es obviate most of the problems. As

the unit gets larger, the span of control problems seem to Increase

without the corresponding increase In information on how to handle

this situation. The next section of the monograph will address the

operational doctrine on span of control.

Oberational Doctrine

The Army's two leadership manuals describe the differences

between the tactical and operational level of war. Field Manual

22-103, Leaderahip and Comnand at Senior Levels, states, "Unlike

Junior leaders, senior leaders divide their attention between larger

organizational concerns and the personal leadership of those who take

9



direct action In their behalf." 2 0  Senior level leaders "provide

vision . . . build organizations and create conditions that enable

Junior level leaders to accomplish tasks and missions." 2 1 Both of the

above statements Imply that the senior level leader must understand

how to organize forces. What kind of organizational skills are

needed?

The senior leader at the "operational level of war must possess

direct and Indirect organizational skills." 2 2  While six skills are

listed, the one that Is of immediate concern Is the requirement to

"properly resource organizations and understand the long-term

Implications of this." 2 3 Field Manual 22-103 also lists one component

of the military organization as the structure. but no mention Is made

of span of control nor Is there any advice throughout the manual on

how to develop the. structure. 2 4  In the discussion on the

organization, the manual confuses the reader by claiming "most

military organizations are depicted as block charts or wiring diagrams

arranged according to rational logic." 2 5  The Inconsistency between

the requirement for the senior leader to organize his forces and the

statement that most organizations are already established is never

reconciled, In any event, the Army's leadership manuals provide

little Insight as to how a senior leader Is supposed to organize his

forces. While the leadership manuals provide no help for the

operational commander in organizing his forces (and thus establishing

his span of control), the Army doctrinal manual on Large.Unit

OeratiJ.gns does no better.

Field Manual 100-6, Largs Unit Operations, establishes doctrine

for the operation and functioning of organizations at echelons above

1O



corps. The next operational level Is the army group. This level

headquarters may be required when "an operational headquarters between

the theater of operations and the corps Is needed." One of the

conditions that Influence the decision to establish an army group is

when the 'span of control of the theater of operations headquarters is

becoming too large." 2 6  However, Instead of helping the operational

commander determine if his span of control Is too large, the manual

provides vague guidance such as "the theater comnander must take

special care to ensure that the organization of the theater is correct

and comuand relationships are clear." 27  Again no details are provided

on how to do this. The manual does state, In the same manner as the

brigade, division and corps manuals, that the army group Is organized

to control from two to five corps but there Is no background

Information on the factors that influenced this figure. 2 8 The problem

of determining the limits of span of control Is not unique to the

Army. There Is also a noticeable lack of Information on how to

determine the limits of a comiander's span of control In Joint

publications.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication (JCS Pub) 3.0, D~±ring fior

Unified and Joint Operations, states that one of the primary CINC

responsibilities Is to "organize the command." 29  However, for all the

CINCe In the Unified and Specified commands, their conmand Is already

organized. The AL'med forces Staff College Publication (AFSC Pub) 1,

The Joint Staff Officer's Guide 1991, contains line and block charts

for all unified and specified commands. The span of control of each

CINC ranges from three to seven subordinates plus one for the staff. 3 0

Thus, the span of control problem does not appear to be at the CINC

11



level, because his organization is essentially fixed. The

organizational problems for the operational commander occur between

the CINC and the corps commanders. This problem Is recognized in FM

100-6.

Whether and when to subdivide a theater of war into more than
one theater of operations, and when to recombine separate
theaters of operations into a single unified theater, are
among the most Important decisions facing the commander of a
theater of wAr.31

Several Joint publications acknowledge that organization of the

theater of war and theater of operations is critical, but do not

describe any decision making process to help the commander fulfill his

organizational responsibilities.

Some of the comments in the Joint doctrine clearly imply the need

for superior organizational skill without providing any specifics.

JCS Pub 0-2, Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAAF), states,

Sound comnand organization should provide for unity of
effort, centralized direction, decentralized execution ...
Decentralized execution Is essential because no one commander
can control the letalled actions of a large number of units
and individuals. 3

Another example of this is found in Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication

.0 where It states, "The analysis of ends, ways, means and acceptable

risk guides CINCe as they organize forces, establish levels of control

and allocate resources. 3 3  A later section entitled "Guidelines for

Joint Operations' requires the CINC to *establish a command structure

that clearly defines overall command responsibility . . . ."34 The

requirement to organize forces Is also one of the ten fundamentals in

designing a campaign plan. 3 5

While It Is clear that the operational commander is responsible

for organizing his command, the doctrinal literature does not help him

12



do It. It does not provide any guidance for the staff either in

aiding the commander In determinng his organization and span of

control. AMSC Pub 1, In listing the requirements for the C3 estimate,

does not mention span of control or the organization of forces. 3 6

Another source of Information on the organization of operational

level forces Is JCS Pub 5-02.2, Joint Task tores (JTF) Planning

Quidanes and Prnaedura,. The manual states, NA JTF commander has full

authority of organize and reorganize all elements of assigned and

attached forces as necessary . . . .37 However, as In all previous

cases, there Is no direction on how to do this. As a matter of fact,

eight factors that determine the organizational structure are listed

but none of them consider the span of control of the commander. 38  An

example of a JTF organization Is provided and the number of

subordinates to the JTF commander Is seven not counting his

coordinating and personal staff. 3 9  While the coordinating staff Is

under control of the chief of staff, the personal staff officers

answer directly to the commander. The number of personal staff

officers may be as high as five, which would bring the span of control

of the commander to thlrteen, 40

Based on the above, operational doctrine on span of control Is

sorely lacking. At the tactical level, this may not be a problem

because the organization (and thus, span of control) Is usually

specified In the TO&E. At the upper levels of tactical organizations

(corps) and at operational levels, there Is a tremendous emphasis on

the responsibility of the commander to organize his forces. However,

none of tlhe doctrinal publications examined Included any Information

concerning span of control. The next section of the monograph will

13



examine how the civilian world views span of control. The factors

that determine and Influence span of control will be presented.

SPAN OF CONTROL THEORY - A CIVILIAN PERSPECTIVE

Although the military's treatment of span of control is

Incomplete, there Is no lack of Information on span of control in

civilian literature. The Information available on span of control for

civilians Is found in management books. There are unique aspects of

span of control In the military environment that will be addressed in

the next section. However, It is useful to look at the civilian view

of span of control because there are many concepts that are

transferable to the problems of military span of control. This

section will provide a civilian definition of span of control,

describe how organizations and span of control relate, and examine

those factors that determine the limits of span of control in a

civilian organization.

What Is span of control? Span of control Is a number which

measures how many people report directly to a common superior. The

maximum number was once believed to be seven. 4 1  However, this number

ts far from constant, Other definitions are available and are

slightly different. However, they all relate to the number of people

that one supervisor can supervise eIffe.t.Lv.ly.,

The fact that there Is a limit on the span of control of an

Individual Is intuitively obvious. People are limited by time,

knowledge, skills, interest and motivation in what they can

accomplish. 42  The smaller the span of control, the closer the

supervision of the subordinates. This Is not necessarily bad, but as

the number of managers increases, so does the cost of doing business,

14



Management books claim that the principle of span of control tias

first asserted by General Sir Ian Hamilton. He coumanded the British

forces in'the Battle of Gallipoli in World War I. On the subject of

span of control, he stated, 'The average human brain finds its

effective scope in handling three to six other brains.o 43

The span of control problem Is not limited to the number of

people one Individual supervises. V. A. Gralcunas, a French

management consultant, published a paper in 1933 that addressed span

of control. He Identified three types of subordinate-superior

relationships: (1) direct single relationships, (2) direct group

relationships, and (3) cross-relationships. Gralcunas developed a

formula to determine the number of all possible types of

superior-subordinate relationships requiring managerial attention.

With only four subordinates, there are forty-four possible

relationships. With five subordinates, the number Is one hundred.

While this number is not always realized In practice, the vomplexity

of the management problem Increases dramatically with the addition of

only one subordinate. 4 4 The problem of determining span of control is

not as simple as it first appears.

In addition to the problems presented by Gralcunas, the range of

answers on the upper limit of span of control In the literature Is

quite large. One author states that "Classical theorists agree that

span of control should be limited to five or six.,45 Another author

asserts that span of control should be four to eight subordinates at

upper levels of management and eight to fifteen at lower levels.

However he does add that opinions are divergent on the sulbject and

that a manager may be able to supervise twenty to thirty
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subordinates. 4 6  One source stated that the span of control of the

President of the United States is about one hundred. 4 7 Thus, there Is

no consensus on the limits of span of control.

There Is, however, a consensus that while there Is a limit on

span of control, the exact number Is dependent upon several underlying

factors and that there are too many variables which Impact on the span

of control to arbitrarily prescribe a limit. 48  One author believes

that the exact number will vary according to how the underlying

factors Impact on the time requirements of managing effectively. 4 9

In any event, there are some structural factors that affect the

span. of control. Understanding the different types of organizations

and their effect on span of control Is essential.

There are two basic types of organizations. They are classified

as either flat or tall. The flat structure has very few management

layers and Is typically associated with a large span of control and

decentralization. The tall structure usually has several management

layers and Is typically associated with a relatively smial or narrow

span of control and centralization. Both structures have distinct

advantages and disadvantages.

The first and most obvious characteristic of the flat structure

is that the management costs are smaller because there are fewer

management levels. Because of the large span of control in a flat

structure, the supervisor Is forced to delegate responsibility. This

structure also forces the subordinates to exercise Initiative and

function independently." 0  In a flat structure, there Is A much faster

flow of Information and less distortion of inessages because there are

fewer management levels that the Information must pass through. In
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unstable environments, flat structures can react faster to change

because communication from the worker to the supervisor Is faster. 5 1

However, the problems of coordination become more difficult because of

the large number of people Involved In the coordination effort. 5 2  In

addition, when a problem solution Is sought and there Is no clear or

objective answer, as In combat, coordination Is more difficult In a

"flat structure. 5 3

The tall structure does have one great advantage over the flat

structure. The tall structure Is more efficient In problem

resolution. 5 4 However, tall structures, which are characterized by a

narrow span of control, lead to lower morale of the workers.

Theoretically, the narrower the span of control, the more closely a

supervisor can supervise each subordinate since there are fewer

subordinates to supervise. 55

While the above description seems to argue for the flat

structure, studies have shown that there Is no significant performance

difference between flat and tall structures. 56  Companies select the

type of structure that Is beat suited for their goals, management

styles and personnel. The next section will address those Intangibles

that affect the span of control.

The factors that influence span of control, and thus, determine

the organizational structure, can be divided into two broad

categories. They are personality factors and factors external to the

manager or organizational factors. 5 7  Several sources differ slightly

In what these factors are.

The first personality factor Is span of attention. This refers

to the "number of things a brain can heed at any one time, plus the
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length of time It can concentrate on any one thing." 5 8  The smaller

the span of attention, the maller the span of control.

The second factor Is the knowledge of the supervisor. If the

supervisor Is well versed in his tasks. then he shuuld be able to

supervisor more people. In addition, If the subordinates are also

knowledgeable In their areas of reuponsibility, then the supervisor

can delegate more authority to them thus widening his span of

control.59 It must be understood that the span of control is

dependent not only on the capabilities of the supervisor, but also of

the subordinates.

The final factors are the personality and energy of the

supervisor. The' personality of the supervisor is difficult to

quantify and there are few studies on this aspect of management. 6 0

However, characteristics such as commanding respect and loyalty,

getting along with people, and comprehending quickly are all part of

the managers personality, The energy In question is both physical and

mental. The more energy a supervisor has, the more subordinates he

should be able to supervise thus expanding his span of control.

There are several organizational factors that affect span of

control. Again, while there Is some overlap, there is no total

agreement in the literature on what these factors are. Most of these

factors come from a study Lockheed did on span of control. They aret

Similarity of functions. The more similar the functions, the

larger the span of control.

Geographic contiguity. The closer the subordinates are to the

superior, the larger the span of control.
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Complexity of functions. The more complex the function, the

narrower the span of control.

Direction and control. The closer the supervision, the narrower

the span of control.

Coordination. The greater coordination required, the narrower

the span of control.

Planning. The more Important and complex the planning required,

the narrower the span of control. 6 1

Rate of change of the environment. The faster the external

environment changes, the narrower the span of control.62

Number of personal contacts needed. The more personal contacts

needed between the superior and subordinate, the narrower the span of

control .63

It must also be recognized that span of control Is not a static

number. There are several reasons why the span of control of a

supervisor may change. Once the supervisor has determined what his

span of control should be, he must also be sensitive to the following

factors that will affect the span of control over time:

a. Change In structure.
b. Change in tasks.
c. Change In technol g8y.
d. Change I~n people.

This section has described the factors that determine the span

of control of managers. Many of these factors also affect the span of

control of military leaders, but some have no Impact. The next

section will examine what effect these factors have on the military

aspects of span of control and investigate the possibility of other
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factors that would assist an operational commander in determining the

limits of his span of control.

MILITARY LIMITS OF SPAN OF CONTROL

Section II concluded that the military doctrine concerning

operational span of control Is deficient. In order to determine what

affects the limits of operational span of control, it Is necessary to

borrow concepts from management theory and examine how they fit In a

military environment. This section will examine the personality and

organisational factors that determine span of control and which

variables change over time.

Piersnanlity Pactori

The first personality factor In the span of attention of the

commander. FM 22-103 describes the critical professional skills that

a commander must possess. One of these skills is listening,

All too often, senior leaders and commanders through press of
time or lack of sensitivity do not listen well or their
attention span Is distressingly short. . . . This wastes time
at best and causes qqnfuslon or creates the Impression they
don't care at worst.ba

It Is clear that the span of attention is an Important aspect In

determining span of control. A commander cannot make decisions

efficiently If they are based on Incomplete Information. Therefore, a

leader who fits the mold of FM 22-103, will have a larger span of

control than one who does not listen.

The next factor is the knowledge of the commander. This Is

clearly an Important factor In the mpan of control equation. The

Army's view of this factor Is echoed In FM 100-5, Operations, and the

Army's leadership manuals. FM 100-5 states, 'The most essential

element of combat power Is competent and confident leadership."66 The
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senior level leadership manual adds to the above comment. "Possessing

appropriate competency skills, therefore is essential." The reason Is

clear. *The very survival of their (senior leader's) units and

soldiers depends on their competency skills.' 6 7

The Army has not left the competency of operational commanders to

chance. There are several programs to ensure that the operational

commander Is prepared to assume his responsibilities. At the tactical

level, the Combat Training Centers ensure that all leaders, In the

absence of combat, gain the experience that Clausewitz claims Is so

important in his book OW.. At higher tactical and operational

levels, the Battle Command Training Program, General Officer

Pre-command Courses, and operational decision exercises are used to

improve the competency of the Army's senior leaders. In addition, the

Goldwater-Nlchols Act requires all officers to spend time on Joint

staffs In order to be considered for promotion to senior levels.

Thus, while knowledge Is difficult to measure, the military does have

programs to enhance a commander's competence In tactical operational

exercises.

The final personality factors are the personality and energy of

the commander. These are also difficult to quantify. However, their

importance for the military commander are acknowledged. FM 100-5

states, "The skill and personality of a strong commander represent a

significant part of his unit's combat power." 6 8  The manual also

emphasizes that the personal influence of large Joint and ccmbined

force commanders will have a major bearing on the outcomes of battles

and campaigns. 69  Another aspect of command at all levels and

particularly at senior levels Is the ability to take risks. An
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operational commander cannot wait for certainty In making decisions.

He must be able to take risks in order to seize the moment to act.70

t'here are other farctors that go Into personality. In a discussion of

operational command, Michael Barron concluded that control derives

from two factors: *properly established command relationships and a

commander who is able to convey his intent and Infuse his will and

determination to those of his command.7 1

While the above factors are critical In determining the upper

limit of span of control, It is difficult if not impossible to

quantify them Into a rational decision making process. The

operational commander must understand his own strengths and weaknesses

to properly organize his forces without exceeding his span of control.

The next section will examine the organizational factors that

determine span of control. Some of these factors are easier to

determine and influence and it Is the organizational factors that the

remainder of the monograph will focus on.

Oraanlzat lonal Factors

The first organizational factor that influences span of control

Is the similarity of function of the subordlnates. There are three

types of organizations that an operational commander can command. The

first Is a one service force such as a corps, field army or army

group. In this case, the functions of the subordinate commanders are

essentially the same. This would argue for a large span of control.

The second type of force Is a Joint such as a subunifled command or a

JTF. In this case, the operational commander would have operational

control over other service forces, and the similarity of function

would not exist to the same extent as In the above example. This
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Would limit the commander's span of control. A third type of force 15

"a combined or multi-national force similar to the one In Operation

Desert Storm. This type of force would significantly reduce the span

*ii of control of an operational comander because of Its Joint and

combined nature and the necessity to direct units with different

doctrines, capabilities, cultures, and national Interests.

In addition to the subordinate unit commanders, there are other

subordinates of a commander who have very dissimilar Jobs. The first

Is the commander's chief of staff. He Is responsible for coordinating

the efforts of Joint and combined staff officers. He has a Job like

no other subordinate. He "sells' the commander's vision to the staff

and is the commander of his staff. 7 2 Based on the amount of authority

the commander delegates to his chief of staff, the chief may make

decisions in the name of the commander, or may Just present staff

recomendatlons to the ciunander for his decisions. In any event, his

Job Is to relieve some of the administrative burdens of command, thus

expanding the commander's span of control upper limit. At the same

time, his existence adds to the commander's span of control.

The next group of subordinates are the personal staff officers.

The personal staff 'Is directly responsible to the commander. It

Includes any assistants needed to handle matters requiring close

personal control by the commander." 7 3 Examples of the personal staff

are the commander's aide, legal adviser, public affairs adviser,

Inspector general and political affairs adviser. All of the personal

staff officers have completely different responsibilities. It could

be argued that their role, and the amount of commander's time they
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require in combat, may not be great. However, they still require

direct access to the commander.

All of the staff and subordinate commanders are organized to

assist the commander In executing his responsibilities. While they

may Improve the decisions of the commander, the time requirements they

place on him could degrade the efficiency of command.

The next group of subordinates are known as "directed

telescopes.' This Is a term applied to the various means commanders

use In obtaining Information from subordinate units. 7 4  FM 22-103

outlines the need for a directed telescope. 'While Indirect

observations can and will assist in the making of decisions, they do

not provide one essential elements a direct sample of the daily

conditions of units and men.'75  This sample could be through

electronic means such as electronic eavesdropping on subordinate unit

communications nets, or through the use of a liaison officer who

travels to and observes the unit In question. While the use of a

staff officer to perform this function will give the commander a

different view of the conditions in his subordinate units, it has the

disadvantage of Increasing the number of subordinates who answer

directly to the commander. If directed telescopes are sent to all

subordinate units, the commander could easily double his subordinates

with a significant decrease in efficiency based only on the necessity

to listen to these "directed telescopes.'

It appears that regardless of the type ot unit, the functions of

many subordinates are dissimilar. The subordinate commanders (either

U. S. or allied), chief of staff, personal staff and any directed
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telescopes all have different functions and areas of expertise while

taking up the commanders valuable time and decreasing C2 efficiency.

The next area of concern Is the geographic contiguity of

subordinates. In the civilian realm, It Is possible to collocate

subordinates in one building or location for ease of control and

coordination. The nature of military operations precludes this

arrangement. Dispersion Is a fact of life In combat. Although this

dispersion decreases the limits on span of control, technology has

Improved the situation. World War I was dominated by palace generals.

Whenever any commander had orders to give to his subordinates, he

simply called them back to the headquarters. Colonel-General Helmuth

von Koltke, the Chief of the German General Staff In World War I,

never visited the front during the war. 76  The Inability to

comunicate with subordinates forced geographic contiguity at the

expense of the subordinate's C2. While the subordinate Is at his

superior0o headquarters receiving orders or providing updates, he Is

not In control of his forces.

Today's operational commander can communicate with his forces

anywhere on the battlofield. 77  One of the main advantages of the

Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) Is the ability to interface with

conmunications equipment at echelons above corps. FM 11-37, H=I

Primer for Small-Unlt Leaders, provides technical specifications for

Joint communications equipment to demonstrate this Interoperability. 79

Although geographic dispersion decreases span of control In a

civilian environment, it Is, a fact of life in the military, and cannot

be altered. State of the art communications equipment allows the

commander to reach all of h!s subordinates with the same amount of
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ease (or difficulty if the campaign or operation is conducted In an

active electronic warfare environment). Therefore, It is a minor

consideration for a commander In organizing his forces and determining

span of control.

The next area is complexity of function. Clausewitz captured the

essence of the complexity of warfare. War involves psychological

forces and effects, chance and uncertainty and an enemy who reacts to

your actions. 79  The complexity that existed in Ciausewltz's day are

still present today to a greater extent. Napoleon had eleven

functions or agencies to control. During World War II, there were

twenty functions or agencies to control. Today on the AlrLand

Battlefield, there are thirty functions or agencies that the commander

must control. 8 0  Clearly, the complexity of the commander's Job has

risen tremendously. However, while the complexity of warfare has

Increased, It Is still essentially a constant for all of the

participants at any one time. Thus, while the commander Is faced with

a monumental task of coordinating all thirty functions or activities,

there is very little that he can do to eliminate or reduce this to a

more manageable number.

In addition to the number of functions the commander faces,

technology has added to the complexity. The C2 systems are capable of

overwhelming the commander, with Information. Some Information must be

acted on immediately while some may not be critical and can wait.

Unless methods are developed to separate the critical information from

the routine reports, the efficiency of the headquarters will decrease

significantly.81
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Because of the nature of combat, there Is little the commander

can do to reduce the complexity of commanding operational forces. As

a result, while this complexity has an Impact on operations, It is not

a variable that the comnander can alter and should not be a major

consideration In determining his span of control.

The direction and control exercised by the commander are the nextil

factors to consider. In a military context, the two alternatives for

control are centralized and decentralized control. This Is largely

determined by how much authority a supervisor or commander delegates

to his subordinates. There Is a range of how a supervisor can

delegate his authority:

1. Look into this problem. Give me all the facts. I will
decide what to do.
2. Let me know the alternatives available with the pros and
cons of each. I will decide which to select.
3. Recoumend a course of action for my approval.
4. Let he know what you Intend to do. Delay action until I
approve,
5. Let me know what you intend to do. Do It unless I say
not to.
6. Take action. Let me know how It turns out.
7. Take action. Communicate with me only If your action is
unsuccessful.
8. Take action. No further communication with me Is
necessary.82

While the range of possibilities is large, the military tends to

lean toward three types of supervision. For staff officers, number

three Is predominant although numbers one through four are used by

some commanders. For commanders who give mission type orders, a

characteristic of decentralized control, numbers five or six are the

preferred alternatives. Other considerations for the type of

supervision a commander uses Is the amount of time available for the
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subordinate commander to back brief his superior and the criticality

of the action being taken.

The Army's view on which style In better is clear. FM 100-5

states, 'In the chaos of battle, It Is essential to decentralize

decision authority to the lowest practical level because over

P• centralization slows action and leads to Inertia."83 While this makes

the Army's position clear on the type of control It expects, It Is

useful to understand why decentralized control is preferred.

There are several disadvantages to centralized control of

operations. Moltke stated the most obvious one.

The advantage which a commander thinks he can attain through
continued personal Intervention Is largely Illusory. By
engaging in it he assumes a task which really belongs to
others, whose effectiveness he destroys. He also multiplies
his own tasks to a point where he can no longer fulfill the
whole of them. 8 4

There are other disadvantages that are not as obvious. Centralized C2

might degrade the quality of conmana at lower levels. 8 5  One reason

for this Is the requirement for endless reports. Not only Is the

higher headquarters overwhelmed with reports, but the subordinate unit

staffs and comuanders must assemble these reports. This can be a time

consuming effort while contributing little to the current campaign or

operation.

Another weakness of centralized control Is the vulnerability to

electronic warfare. 86  Because the technology exists to gather

Information from anywhere on the battlefield, there Is a tendency to

use this technology. However, when the communication system becomes

the backbone of the C2 system, as It does when centralized control Is
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exercised, then any disruption In the communication means could be

disastrous and all control would be lost. 87

The doctrinal emphasis on the use of decentralized control Is

well founded. The rapid tempo of battle will not permit continuous

control. Events will overtake and quickly destroy the decision cycle

of any commander attempting continuous control according to Michael

Barron In his monograph. Barron concludes that decentralized control

Is not an option but Is mandatory on the future battlefield. 89

However, some control Is needed. According to Joseph Drelling In

another monograph that describes the operational comnuander's

Information needs, 'effective control of an organization Is Impossible

without Information about what Is happening within that

organization. 8 9  Clearly, decentralized control does not mean no

control. How, then, does the commander reach a balance where he can

expand his span of control by using a decentralized comhand style and

still have control over his organization?

The way a commander can achieve this balance Is through selective

use of Information. In examining the efficiency of headquarters In

World War II, Korea and Viet Nam, Archibald Galloway determined that

"it was a major weakness when the (operational) commander crowded his

strategic and tactical vision with too many detale.' 90  Joseph

Drelling reached the same conclusion when he examined operational

commander's Information requirements. 'An operational commander must

keep his Information needs to a manageable level. He must decide what

specific elements of Information are important for him to receive

personally.' 9 1  field Circular 101-65, Corp. and Division Connmand and

Cn ., Introduces a conQept called the CCIR or the Commander's
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Critical Information Requirements. These are the Items of Information

that the staff will track In real time and are critical to the

decisions that the commander must, make. 9 2  Although the manual Is

directed at the tactical level, the sae principle has validity at the

operational level of war. If a commander has a well-developed set of

CCIR, he could significantly expand his span of control. The number

of messages directed to the commander would be minimized because his

staff and all subordinate commanders know exactly what he wants and

needs to make decisions. Therefore, with a decrease In messages, a

commander can control more units efficiently.

from the preceding analysis, decentralized command should be the

goal of all leaders. This command style allow the commander to

expand his span of control and with a well-developed CCIR, he not only

can expand his span of control, but reduce the amount of time he and

his staff must spend on reading and analyzing messages from

subordinates.

The next variable concerns the type of detailed planning

required. FM 100-5 provides guidance on planning Joint operations.

"In planning and conducting Joint operations, they (operatlonal

commanders) will use prescribed Joint operations planning and

execution systems. 9 3  This planning system Is described In great

detail In the Joint Staff Officr". Guide. While the capabilities of

the planners will vary from headquarters to headquarters, the planning

system operational commanders are expected to use Is fixed and has

little effect on the commander's span of control.

While the operational commander Is provided with a planning

system, a methodology for coordination Is not well defined.
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Coordination between the service components and among the staff

officers Is part of the planning process. Coordination between the

subordinate commanders Is less well defined, but no less Important.

IH 100-5 outlines this Importance when It states, 'The unit commander

3• cannot depend on constant direction, ... He must know . . . the

responsibilities of the units on his flanks and in support of his
operations.,94 This is absolutely critical - especially when the

control Is decentralized. Michael Barron concluded that lateral

communication Is far more Important for execution using a concept of

decentralized control. 9 5  This Is reasonable because if not under

constant control by a higher commander, It is essential that a

commander know the situation of the units on his flanks. Without this

knowledge, he could unknowingly expose his flank units to

counterattack. If units do not or cannot talk to each other, then the

operational commanderds span of control should be reduced. The

nationality of units fighting side by side Is a key consideration in

assessing lateral coordination. This lateral coordination not only

involves units of the same service, but different services.

Operation Urgent Fury was "plagued by the forces inability to

communicate, a problem caused by the services continued practice of

buying radios that are not compatible." 9 6  In determining a

commander's span of control, it Is essential that the communications

means between the services be considered. The commander must also

consider the means of lateral communication at lower levels to ensure

that, the critical flank and supporting unit coordination can be

accomplished. If there Is a lack of compatible systems, then
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coordination at all levels will suffer and the span of control will be

"limited to achieve an acceptable level of efficient and continuous C2,

The next variable in the determination of span of control Is the

rate 6f: change. This refers to how rapidly the external environment

changes. If there are rapid changes, a commander would have to have a

mal-ler span of control to maintain control than in a more stable

environment. In combat, the rate of change Is rapid and operational

commanders must be able to keep up with these changes. The reason Is

obvious. 'Only in the rarest circumstances will the enemy-s movement-

conform perfectly to friendly expectations.' 97 Those commanders who

cannot react to change will not be successful. One of the ,easons for

the Allied defeat In France In 1940 was that the rate of change of the

situation exceeded the Supreme Commander of all French Land Forces'

(General Gamelin) ability to keep abreast of those changes and make

the necessary decisions. 9 8  Michael Barron concludes that the tempo

of future conflict will be much higher than it has ever been. The

Impact of technology has created this tempo. It is now possible to

acquire real time target Intelligence and communicate that

Intelligence to decision makers who can then launch highly accurate

weapons systems to destroy targets at the enemy's operational depth. 9 9

Like some of the. other factors in this study, considering rate of

change in determining the limits of span of control Is not very

useful. Rapid rate of change is a fact of life in military operations

and there is little an operational commander can ,do to affect thIs

rate. He must, however, recognize that the rapid changes may limit

his ability to direct many subordinates. Changes in the operational

aituation will occur and the commander may have to change missions,
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If the time needed to oommunicate the change of missions exceeds the

time the commander has to react to unanticipated situations, then the

commanderds span of control Is too large.

The last factor In determining the limits of span of control Is

the number of personal contacts needed. John Rogers, In a monograph

on the civilian aspects of span of control concluded:

Through better training, clear policy, delegation of
responsibility, better planning and control systems and the
application of good management practices in general, the
number of personal relationshis required can be reduced and
the span of control expanded.

While the reduction of personal relationships may be the goal In the

civilian realm, It Is not true In the military. FM 100-5 states,

"Whenever possible, subordinate leaders should receive their orders

face to face from their commanders on the ground chosen for the

operation, 1 0 1  In a monograph that explored the location of the

operational commander on the battlefield, Howard Ware studied six

operational commanders from World War II. He concluded that

commanders should be as far forward as NpractIcal".1 0 2  This feeling

Is shared by most of the sources examined. The commander must be

forward to 'hold the pulse of the battle," and be In a position to

conduct face to face coordination with his subordinate oommanders.1 0 3

Probably the best example of disastrous consequences when face to face

coordination is not accomplished was the Desert One operation, The

Holloway Board Investigated the operation and concluded that

coordination among the various elements of the JTF could have been

enhanced by more fact to face exchanges, 1 04

There are, however, several problems with face to face contact at

the operational level. Barron believes that commanders can no longer
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gain an appreciation for the condition of forces through personal

observation because of the size of armies and scope of operations. 1 05

Although the commander has the ability to provide direction to any

subordinate from anywhere on the battlefield, giving face to face

I instructions to subordinates may not accomplish Its Intended purpose.

No matter where the operational commander issues orders, the size of

the units being directed will preclude all but one commander from

receiving the mission on the ground where he will have to fight. This

movement forward by the commander to give Instructions takes valuable

time for little gain, and consequently, reduces the commander's span

of control.

The second problem concerns the service component couuanders. If

the operational command Is not a Joint caolnand, this may pose no

problem. If It Is a Joint conmmand, the operational commander will

give orders to an Army commander, a marine commander (or possibly a

land component commander) an air force commander, a navy commander, a

special operations commander and posstble a JTF commander. Not all of

these commanders have a need to see the ground. While It may help the

land component commander to receive instructions near the front lines,

the navy and air force component commanders may have no need to be

well forward. In fact, since most of their assets (air fields and

carrier battle groups) will be well away from the front lines, the

Joint operational commander may create more problems and more

disruption of navy and air force C2 by requiring these commanders to

move forward for instructions.

While face to face contacts are important, where these contacts

occur will have as much or more Imnpact on tne commander's span of
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control. Technology has increased the number of options a commander

has In where he operates, but operating forward has its disadvantages.

Rommel, while operating forward, was once out of contact with his main

comuand post for four days. 1 06  He operated this way because he

believed In connanding from the front. However, he could do this

without loas of control of his forces because it was predominantly a

ground war. Today, the operational commander must direct naval and

air forces and to be out of touch with them would be Intolerable.

Each of the above variables that determine civilian span of

control have been examined In the military context, Some are

applicable and must be considered when the commander establishes his

organIzation and method of operation. The span of control can also

change over time and these factors must also be considered.

a•'a•orl that Chanae 1ean of Contral

The first factor that can affect span of control over time Is a

change In structure. Although the guidance In JCS Pub 3,0 requires

the operational comnander to organize for wartime joint operations In

peacetime, situation changes or the addition of !orces may require

task organization changes. The commander has the option of

reorganizing his forces if he determines that his Initial span of

control was either too small or too large. At the same time, If the

organizational structure is such that the command cannot ar:ept

additional forces without a major change In the organization of the

command, then the operational commander should consider the Impact of

additional forces on C2 when determining his Initial span of control.

An example of a changing span of control with no organizational

change Is the commitment of an operational reserve, Prior to Its
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commitment, the operational commander may have little interaction with

the reserve commander although technically It is part of his span of

control. Upon crnmItment, the commander will have a significant

increase in contact with that reserve commander with no increase In

span of control, If the commander's span of control prior to reserve

commitment is already at its limit, then he could easily lose control

of the situation when he can least afford to.

The next factor Is changes in tasks. Like many of the other

variables, mission changes are a fact of life in the military.

However, at the operational level, there should be fewer mijilon

changes than at the tactical level due to the duration of campaigns

and the planning horizons of operational commanders. In any event,

the operational comander should consider how his organization can

accommodate branches and sequels in the campaign plan. If the force

is to be agile, then so must the command structure.

The third factor Is the change In technology. The next war will

be a come as you are war. If It Is a short war such as Desert Storm,

the ldustrial base will not be able to develop, manufacture and field

new technology during the war. In this technological age, Just

changing from the N60A3 to the MhA1 tank requires sixty days of new

equipment training (NET) for active duty tank crewmen. When exotic

technology is added, It is not enough to train a soldier on how to

operate It. The soldier must also be trained on the tactics of

employment. This Is something that takes time. New technology In the

hands of an untrained soldier Is dangerous. Thus, changing technology

will have a minor Impact, If any, when the operationai conmander

determines his organization and span of control.
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The final factor Is change in people. As previously mentioned,

changes In personnel due to normal rotations, promotions and

casualties are another fact of military life. While the operational

commander will establish his organization with the personalities of

his staff and subordinate commanders In mind, he must organize his

forces so that his organization will be able to continue if key

personnel are replaced, Thus, to push the limits of span of control

because of one or several exceptional subordinates would not be

prudent because of the effect on the organization when they are

replaced.

This section has taken the factors that determine the span of

control In management and examined their affect in a military

environment. Some of the factors have little bearing on the military

span of control. There are a tew that the operational commander must

understand If he Is to organize his forces so that he can control

them.

The commander must first know himself. Personality has a

tremendous impact on the span of control equation and while most

senior officers have essentially the same background, experience and

training, the personality factor cannot be overlooked.

From the organizational perspective, the variables that appear to

influence span of control are similarity of function, the style of

control the commander exercises over the force, the coordination

required between the various subordinates/services and the number of

personal contacts that the commander uses in his command style.
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Changes in span of control can occur due to four variables, but

the operational commander should concern himself with potential

changes In structure (task organization), changes in tasks (missions)

and changes In people (staff and commanders) when he develops his

organization.

CONCLUSION

This study has examined the factors that influence the span of

control for an operational commander. Determining the optimum span of

control is a very complex task, If the span of control of a commander

to too large, then the commander cannot efficiently or continuously

control his forces. The span of control Issue is unique to the

operational level commander. He Is required by Joint and Army

doctrine to organize his forces. In order to do this, he must

understand the limits of his span of control when making

organizational decisions. Unfortunately, understanding the factors

that influence span of control will not help a commander establish his

Initial span of control. They will only help him adjust it given a

number of subordinates and a situation. Based on the information from

the brigade, division, corps and large unit field manuals, two to five

subordinate units appear to be a reasonable starting place when the

commander organizes his forces. Then, based on the factors presented

above, the comuander can adjust his span of control.

The study started with a look at the theoretical and doctrinal

basis for understanding span of control. Clausewltz did not

explicitly use the term Nspan of control" but referred to it when he

described the nWnber of elements that should be in an army. He made a

distinction between the tactical and operational level span of
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control, but only considered a number as the upper limit of span of

control without examining the factors that determined that number,

Although the phrase "span of control" Is used In military

publications, It is not defined In either Army or Joint manuals,

Tactical commanders normally do not need to understand the factors

that Influence span of control because their span of control Is

determined by the Tables of Organization and Equipment (TO&W).

At the operational level, understanding what factors affect span

of control Is essential. The unified commander's organization Is

outlined In the Joint Staff Offiasrus Guide, but for subunlfied

commands, Joint task force organizations, field armies or army groups,

the operational commander must establish his own organization.

However, doctrine does not provide a methodology for doing this.

Although the military does not define or describe span of

control, there Is a wealth of information on It In management books.

The variables that affect span of control are either personal or

organizational and the optimum span of control Is not a fixed number

but can change over time. The organizational factors that appear to

have the most Influence on the commander's span of control are the

similarity of function of the subordilates, the style of control the

commander exercises over the force, the type of coordination between

the commander and his subordinates and staff, and the number of

personal contacts that the commander uses In his command style.

Changes In the structure (task organization), tasks (missions) and

personnel changes will also affect the limits of span of control over

time.
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There are three major doctrinal implications In this study. It

Is clear that span of control Is critical at the operational level.

Since the commander organizes his forces, he must understand the

affect of variables on span of control If he Is to develop an

organization that will facilitate continuous and efficient command and

control. Army and Joint doctrine Is deficient in guiding the

commander In organizing his forces. This doctrinal void must be

filled In future Joint publications.

The second doctrinal Implication Is the criticality of reducing

the amount of Information the commander is presented during battle.

Technology has provided the commander with the means to get

Information from all over the battlefield at any time. Too much

Information can cause command paralysis. The commander must establish

a list of critical Items of Information that he needs to make

decisions. The Commander's Critical Information Requirements (CCIR)

should be added to all campaign plans similar to the priority

Intelligence requirements (PIR). This would ensure that all

subordinate elements focus on that information that the commander

needs to make his decisions. This would go a long way to expanding

the commander's span of control.

Finally, the command selection proce'Js Is critical. Three

factors In the span of control equation are personality based. The

military education system must Inculcate In officers, starting at the

basic course, the philosophy and traits that foster decentralized

control. This Is the primary factor that will enable a cormander to

expand his span of control.
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